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INTRO: 

Studio B and the rest of DCTV's offices in DC are under 

construction.  I am now the producer of the videos in this 

Series about the Black Nobility, and have hired a 

professional videographer to assist.  I will not be reading 

from a teleprompter.  I am going to speak from an outline 

and will then upload the teleprompters for my followers 

on YouTube. 

 Corruption in the world's wealth 

 In transition to a kinder world.  Abraham Lincoln pointed out the role of Rome 

and the Jesuits in the Civil War before he was assassinated. 

 US military knows the CIA is headquartered in Switzerland 

 The courts in the US are administered under military rule and admiralty law.   

 On November 18 th 2017 the marines landed on the front lawn of the CIA in 

Langley, VA and stormed the CIA  

 war powers are how the people in the US are ruled; the Constitution was 

suspended in 1871. 

 I vote the 17% of the shares of the US on the Board of Executive Directors and 

Board of Governors and the Development Committee in the World Bank and the 

IMF.  José Rizal and his lawyer Ferdinand Marcos created the World Bank and 

IMF so that in 50 years we could have a peaceful transition to a kinder reality 

using the wealth of the world.  I speak for the Board of Governors unless they go 

on record to retract what I say.  The 50 years' delay was to prevent conflicting 

claims to the world's wealth.   This was under the Roman concept called the 

"Statute of Limitations" which prevents claims that are more than 50 years old. 

 Seignorage 

 The US Department of Defense power transition model  

 Youtube removed the comments in the 200 videos in my YouTube channel and 

prevented me from restoring them.  When I succeeded in restoring the comments 

I noted that the Critical Mass is stronger than the Banking Cartel. 

 

IN TRANSITION TO A KINDER WORLD 
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                        https://khudes.s3.amazonaws.com/Twitter1.20.20.pdf 

 

    
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter3.9.15.pdf 

                  
 
                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://khudes.s3.amazonaws.com/Twitter1.20.20.pdf
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                   https://khudes.s3.amazonaws.com/Twitter1.19.20.1.pdf 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                      https://khudes.s3.amazonaws.com/jews+chamisn+beginning+israel2.pdf 

 

https://khudes.s3.amazonaws.com/Twitter1.19.20.1.pdf
https://khudes.s3.amazonaws.com/jews+chamisn+beginning+israel2.pdf
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                     https://khudes.s3.amazonaws.com/Twitter11.30.19.pdf 
https://www.scribd.com/document/437615271/Further-Comments-on-DCTV-s-Empathy 
https://twitter.com/KarenHudes/status/1213219633173532674 

 

https://khudes.s3.amazonaws.com/Twitter11.30.19.pdf
https://www.scribd.com/document/437615271/Further-Comments-on-DCTV-s-Empathy
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                               https://twitter.com/KarenHudes/status/1203073838336094209   
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https://khudes.s3.amazonaws.com/Twitter1.17.20.1.pdf 

 

https://khudes.s3.amazonaws.com/Twitter1.17.20.1.pdf
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https://youtu.be/qx7k5TFANDM 

 
 

Empathy is the capacity to understand or feel what another person is experiencing. This capacity 

is one of the ways that we can tell whether we are using our prefrontal Godly brain. All that we fear in 

the world is caused by a deterioration of our greatest asset - our prefrontal Godly Brain. We are born 

with a primitive reptilian brain that drives behavioral compulsions, allowing us to survive within various 

social "pecking orders" such as our family, academic and work environments. Two reptilian survival 

compulsions - necessary for animal survival - threaten human extinction. 1) Domination Compulsions 

-The need to oppress, subjugate, control and bully others. 2) Submission Compulsions - The 

willingness to be oppressed, subjugated, controlled and bullied. brain awakening is described as 

happening in three successive stages: 1) Individuation - A willingness to stand alone on ones 

selfhood despite conformist social pressures. 2) Self-Actualization - A deepening recognition that 

"actually," ones thoughts, feelings and behaviors come from within and have little to do with social 

conditioning. 3) Transcendence - A realization that a separate ego is illusory. We are "created equal" 

with the same basic brain hardware used by Jesus, Buddha, Muhammad, Moses, Lao Tzu and all the 

saints and sages throughout the ages, as they taught us about our inalienable transcendent potential. 

Like them, we have all the "right stuff" built into our brain simply waiting for a spark to ignite the 

awakening. You are confused about currency. When the central banks issue currency, they keep the 

difference between the face amount of the bill and what it costs to print it. This trick to printing fake 

money is called seignorage. The cabal thinks we are too stupid to catch them at their game. The 

cabal are the stupid ones.  

Teleprompter: https://khudes.s3.amazonaws.com/dctvteleprompt11.26.19.pdf 

https://khudes.s3.amazonaws.com/dctvteleprompt11.26.19.pdf
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Exelent work Karen, keep on. 

 

Human Earthling  

I just read a comment someone made on a video that said this two days ago....."Trump has given 

$1.7T to sustain the stock market, enhance their wealth then file bankruptcy before the market 

crashes." and it got 4 likes. What is she talking about? Can he overcome bankruptcy? 

 

Human Earthling  

 His attempts to overcome it may account for some of the moves he has made recently that seem 

desparate...is the way I am trying to look at him....He is so surrounded by jesuits....it's 

frightening. 

Peter Tomkins  
who is spiritual white boy and how did he amass 1030 quadrillion dollars and can the world get a 

loan 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCw2giVsomTlCNqh8abfgC8g
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCw2giVsomTlCNqh8abfgC8g
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_kKDB5vj01JSQkj-kcW2hg
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Why you cannot help us because the chance of success is slim? You're thinking that 
we're wasting your time? You did not believe him as the Anointed "White Spiritual Boy-
777?  
 
 
 
I know that you refused to help us. I still give you some informations that you might 
already knew. The White Spiritual Boy -777 is sanctified by ARDIAN MONCADO 
MARCOS also known as "Spiritual WonderBoy (AM-01) an ancient universal grand 
divine master and with biometric identification on file with the World Bank Office with 
Titular Degree No. 01-02274-OA-NL. The Spiritual Boy -777 is the mandated and 
General Holder of the "Ancient Entire Universal Sacred Mother Scroll Devine Wealth" 
and the "Royal Mother Title 01-4" covering all assets and properties for the benefit of 
the Philippine Islands along with the Sagrada Familia" Santissima Trimidad" THE 
ENCANTADORES.  
 
The "Royal Mother Title 01-4" identified as monetary back up with previous 
commodities from Philippine Islands and certified on Sept. 10, 1976 at the World Bank 
Headquarters, in Washington DC. U.S.A. The White Spiritual Boy-777 is the exclusive 
representative of "Spiritual WonderBoy (AM-01) ARDIAN MONCADO MARCOS. Based 
from the MOTHER and Extended Trust Account ALPHA OMEGA-777 as each details 
bank names, bank accounts, numbers that contain all informations in various coded 
name and aliases with their respective full bank coordinates link to the MOTHER 
TRUST ACCOUNT!!  
 
Again I understand that you refused our request. We are still hoping that you will 
change your mind that you are going to help us, for  the sake of our poor countrymen 
who are starving and to help us combat the corruption which is like a disease in our 
country.  
I don't know those little information that I wrote above will ever change your mind to 
help us but if not we really appreciate your time. Thank you.  
 
On Mar 2, 2016, at 4:35 AM, Karen Hudes wrote: 
I am not anybody's lawyer but the Board of Governors.  Tell him no dice. 
 
 
 
 
On Tue, Mar 1, 2016 at 1:32 PM, Cheryl wrote: 
Ms. Karen,  
He does understand that anybody can call himself the spiritual wonder boy. He also 
understand that he needs to be authenticated by the Board of Governors of the World 
Bank but he needs your help. In order for him to be recognize and authenticated by the 
Board of Governors he would like to hire you as his lawyer. He would like to meet you 

http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCotT4H_Z0OizPXQZZfuOU5A
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCotT4H_Z0OizPXQZZfuOU5A
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and show you first all the pertaining evidences including the seal and the Code that 
ONLY himself knew and will say when he will meet the Board of Governors.  
We all know how difficult it is to penetrate the World Bank and he said that you're the 
ONLY one can help him because you are not afraid to tell the truth.  
Lastly, I would like to ask you a big favor not to disclose my name.  
Thank you.  
 

 
 

 

 
 

 


